ARC NI supports people with a learning disability to carry out roving reports in the community.
This is part of the role carried out by ARC NI’s ‘Telling It Like It Is’ groups, part funded by the BHSCT & SEHSCT.
A Therapy to help you have a Good L if

IMPROVE YOUR CARE, GET INVOLVED

Roving Reporters Alex Parkinson, Philip Foster & John Mullan report on Involving you, improving care: our
involvement story – PPI conference Riddel Hall 2016.
This conference was a shared event for staff, service users and carers to progress thinking on Personal and Public
Involvement (PPI) and showcase good practice The conference programme included a range of key note speakers and
learning sessions which provided great opportunities for everyone to get involved and share their stories and work.
TILII were pleased to be asked to report on the very important subject of patient and user involvement in the
improvement of services, an issue close to all of our hearts.
The conference was very busy and we had our very own roving reporters desk, so delegates were free to visit us
throughout the day and give interviews about the conference.
One of the most exciting interviews TILII had was with Michelle O'Neill the new Health Minister. Michelle was very nice
and we asked her if she thinks it is important to involve service users and carers in health and social care, and why.
Michelle explained, “As the new Health Minister I have been very impressed by the superb health service we have here.
My vision is for a world class, safe, high quality, person-centred health service and I am fully committed to ensuring that
service users and carers will be at the heart of what we do. In fact I do not believe that it is possible to deliver on a world
class service without putting service users and carers at the centre of our planning. Effective arrangements for PPI are
fundamental to delivering this.”
TILII members were excited to have their picture taken with Michelle and gave her a pink TILII t-shirt. Michelle thanked
us, and TILII member Alex asked if she would wear it at Stormont. Michelle told us to keep an eye out for her as she would
be proud to wear it!
After all the excitement we needed a nice cup of tea and a bun and then we started our hard work again.

There was a poster competition highlighting user involvement stories and good practice throughout the health trust and
community. We interviewed Lee Wilson from the Northern Trust.
Lee said, “Based on our concerns as a trust, we have not got enough resources to help all the people in crisis and there are
some people who have started to rely on our nurses, social workers and occupational therapists to help them in life, but
sometimes they don’t need the help straight away. There are people with greater need that need immediate help more,
so this model is about getting the community around the people who are feeling isolated or have low level need. We are
putting the model in place so we can get all the community resources in place to support them.”
We then interviewed a cookery tutor from Root Soup, who told us that she had really enjoyed the conference, and her
favourite part was the dance routine by Limited Soles, a dance group from Open Arts Disability. Root Soup had completed
a programme with the Belfast Trust this year called Community Roots and had worked with people who have resettled
from Muckamore Abbey Hospital. They asked us if we would like to vote for their project.
It was important for us to interview service users, so we were pleased to see a poster from a group of adults with autism.
One of the group expained that they had all be working together and said “We have been learning about each other and
using that knowledge of each other to tell our stories so that we can improve the services for people with autism as well
as demonstrating what people with autism have to offer and finally get our voices out there”.
As roving reporters it was crucial that we saw the conference from all sides so we interviewed Simon Dengree from the
National Institute for Health Research, who was a speaker at the conference.
Simon said, “I think the conference has been wonderful. There have been two things that struck me: there is a real buzz in
the room, conversation, chat, and there is real excitement, and; everyone is coming from different perspectives. I have
been really inspired so far.”
He continues, “I am speaking this afternoon and I am going to be a little challenging. I think there has been a lot of talk
about all the breakthroughs that might happen in science, but for me the biggest breakthrough in medical research and
medicine is the degree to which we co-produce solutions with patients and carers because that is going to get us further.”
We were also lucky to see a performance from Open Arts Disability, who were providing entertainment for the
conference. There was a group of eight dancers called Limited Soles and it was very moving to watch their dance.
However, we had to return to our important job. The next person we interviewed was Christine Goan from RQIA.
Christine said, “the conference is going well and I am amazed at the number, and mix of people here. I think we can take
all this work and knowledge forward from here and go further in 2016. RQIA recognise the importance of involvement
and we have lay assessors who work along with the inspectors and are crucial in helping us make sure the services are
better for everyone.”
Mary from Public Health Agency spoke of the excitement at the conference and the lovely atmosphere. She enjoyed the
dancing and laughed, “I am planning on singing after lunch! The posters are brilliant and some have lovely messages: one
says, “Not every day is a good day but every day has something good in it”, and I think this is a poignant message”.
Mary expressed that it is crucial that services users are involved because no one knows what they need better than the
users of our service and no one knows better what works.
Mandy Irvine, consultant clinical psychologist in the South Eastern Trust told us, “I loved the first speaker Margaret in
terms of the story she told, and I have been to two really good workshops. Obviously service user involvement is
important; it lets us know what we need to be delivering. If we don’t listen, we will continue to do what we have always
done. Over my twenty years some groups have made huge impacts on change, one group who has made the most impact
is the Autism Lobby. Then within learning disability we have strong groups like the TILII group, and service user
involvement in the Bamford Review, and they have contributed to developing services, which is crucial.”
Brian Nelson from the Belfast Trust said, “The conference is going really well. I just attended a workshop about PPI
research which is really important, and there needs to be more of this so we get a good evidence base of where we are at,
and to allow us to make improvements. I manage the PPI team, so for me involvement and engagement is very important
- it has to be central. It is not about doing things to people, it is about doing things with people, and it is important to get a
wide range of views to check how thing are going; a bit of accountability and process.”

Brian continues, “Our experience of user involvement is that it has made a difference. It brings a new dynamic and there
have been changes, but there is a long way to go. There is a process in the trust but it needs to be enhanced and built on.
Orla Baron, Belfast Trust Health and Inequalities Minister, told us she knew all about TILII and the good work that we do.
TILII member Alex laughed, “I did not pay you to say that!” Orla said, “I think we need more seats to sit down, but apart
from that it is an absolutely wonderful conference. I think TILII is a very good example of what makes a difference when
service users are involved and I would always advocate for service users having their say.”
Orla said “One of the best good practice examples she had seen is in the acute in patients unit for mental health, where
there is a mock-up bedroom where service users can say what is good and bad, and the bedrooms are designed based on
what the service users want.”
Paticia Henderson, a member of the IBE Patients panel in the Southern Trust, said of the conference, “It's very
informative. As a patient I am a service user and I am learning a lot about the Patients Clients Council and the PPI initiative
overall - it's very good. We are the ones who use the services so it is for our benefit that can voice out opinion and
hopefully change it for the better.”
Scott mGreany, a wheel chair buddy and peer support worker said, “The conference has been very insightful. I cannot get
over how many people are here; it is my first one so I am learning as I go along. The service users are experienced - when
they say something it is because they have done it and they have been there.
Finally, we interviewed Claire Fordice, who was one of the conference organisers from the Public Health Agency, and she
told us “It is a great opportunity for staff in heath and social care. The poster workshop provides a great opportunity to
hear everyone's story.”
The TILII Roving Reporters had a fantastic time at the conference and were pleased to report that service users' input is
not only recognised but applauded, and is beginning to make an impact on services and how they are delivered, for the
better.

We hope you all have enjoyed our story and we look forward to the next PPI conference.

